A SUBSISTENCE GUIDE FOR THE NATIONAL GUARD

By Captain Frank A. Cook, U. S. A.

[The man who wrote the Commissary Manual]

It treats of the general duties of the subsistence department classes of subsistence supplies, properly required in the said department, and the equipment of subsistence personnel for the said department, and the duties of the said classes, in conjunction with the main department, a division, regimental, company, and platoon commander, to maintain the subsistence personnel, procure the necessary supplies, and turn them in a fit condition for the use of the service. It also contains a detailed list of the subsistence personnel required for the said classes, and the duties of the said personnel in the said department.

The Edward T. Miller Co., Columbus, C.

[Directors of Military Books.]

The National Guard may grow old: the guardian is ever new. He is an annual service, if he lives. If not, as time proceeds, several of his personas will have disappeared, and a new one will have sprung up in the place of the old. This is the law of the military arts.

The National Guard is a subject of little importance in training soldiers for a good camp. Though they learn all the drill and the esprit de corps of the old regiment, they are never old soldiers. Hurry them on much in their maneuver camps, especially in the beginning, and the National Guard never learns.

The modern national guard is the enemy of the nation. The old national guard was the nation's friend. The modern national guard is the nation's enemy. The old national guard was the nation's defender. The modern national guard is the nation's destroyer. The old national guard was the nation's protector. The modern national guard is the nation's betrayer.
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